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Eakin Press, United States, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Jason C Eckhardt (illustrator).
221 x 150 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A prequel to
complete the highly successful first trilogy of the Cats of the C.I.A. series, Get Fred-X introduces the
cats and their sidekick, Cincinnati the dancing pig, international crime fighters who work for the
C.I.A., Cats In Action, secret organization run out of the White House basement by Socks. In this
story, the infamous rogue owl, Fred-X, catnaps Buzzer Louis from his barn in the Hill Country of
Texas and attempts to fly him to Memphis. Along the way, Buzzer escapes Fred-X s talons and
makes his way via fast freight train on the TO (Texas Ohio) Railroad to visit his friend Cincinnati in
Ohio. Fred-X gives chase, and a series of fun and funny adventures ensue, including a visit to the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland and a messy episode with a giant pumpkin. In the end,
Buzzer and Cincinnati plan a big surprise for Fred-X, just as the parcel-delivering owl tries to drop
Buzzer off back at his new ranch house in the Hill Country. Meet Buzzer...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i will gonna read through yet again
once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Brennan Koelpin-- Brennan Koelpin

Comprehensive guide! Its this type of very good read through. It is actually writter in simple words and phrases rather than di icult to understand. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Bernie Mante PhD-- Bernie Mante PhD
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